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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

IN THE POLITICAL PARTIES DISPUTES TRIBUNAL AT NAIROBI 

COMPLAINT NO. 332 OF 2017 

 

ERNEST NAKENYA MADOME……....……………….…….……….…COMPLAINANT 

VERSUS 

KENYA AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION PARTY…………………..……RESPONDENT 

 

JUDGMENT 

Introduction 

1. In a claim commenced by complaint dated 18th July, 2017 the Claimant seeks an 

order directing the inclusion of his name on the Respondent’s National Assembly 

party list as representative of workers – a special interest group.  

2. The basis of the claim is that the Claimant, a Gold member of the Respondent, 

applied for nomination to represent workers at the National Assembly. He paid the 

nomination fees of Kshs 100,000/= and submitted his credentials. The Claimant’s 

application was supported by the Central Organization of Trade Unionists (COTU-K). 

Even though the Respondent does not have any representative of workers interests 

on its list of nominees, it still left out the Claimant. His legitimate expectation was 

thwarted. The Claimant and COTU’s demands for information or other redress have 

been met with studious silence. Attempts at internal dispute resolution have come a 

cropper.  

3. It is further submitted that the Respondent’s list is unlawful as it does not indicate 

what special interest each of the nominees represents.  

4. The Claim is defended. The response is that the Respondent has relied on hearsay 

evidence and has failed to adduce evidence to prove his case on a 

preponderance of probabilities. Further, the Respondent could only nominate 

twelve persons with diverse special interests and representing minority groups. It is 

further submitted that the Respondent’s National Executive Council has the sole 
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discretion to deliberate on and weight the clout of the applicants and chose the 

very best in the interest of the party to favour its odds in the political arena. It is 

averred that the Respondent strictly adhered to section 31(1)(a) and 34 of the 

Elections Act, 2011 requiring nominations to be in accordance with the party 

constitution and nomination rules. 

 

Analysis 

5. The Preamble to the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 bespeaks the aspiration of all 

Kenyans toward a government based on the essential values of human rights, 

equality, freedom, democracy, social justice and the rule of law. It similarly 

recognizes the pride of the Kenyan people in their ethnic, cultural and religious 

diversities.  

6. This aspiration is grounded on the national values and principles of governance 

under Article 10 of the Constitution which are binding on all persons, including this 

Tribunal, whenever it applies the Constitution or any law. The relevant national 

values and principles of governance in this claim include human dignity, equity, 

social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and 

protection of the marginalized among others. These national values, in accordance 

with the Court of Appeal decision in Independent Electoral and Boundaries 

Commission v National Super Alliance (NASA) [2017] eKLR that these national values 

are justiciable and enforceable immediately. 

7. We are bound by the decision in Commissioner for the Implementation of the 

Constitution v Attorney General [2013] eKLR that for a class of persons to qualify as a 

special interest worthy of special representation under the constitutional framework, 

including the National Assembly, he must be a person as can fairly be said to have 

suffered marginalization and disadvantage thus keeping him away from the centre 

of the political process.  

8. Parliament has since enacted the Elections (Party Primaries and Party Lists) 

Regulations, 2017 that defines special interests along similar lines. As a matter of fact, 

article 25(1) of the 1st Respondent’s own constitution identifies some of the 

marginalized persons and groups that qualify for nomination to the party list under 

Article 90 of the Constitution. This is in consonance with Regulation 20(2) which 
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requires that the party list must be representative and must take into account the 

principles in Article 81(b) and 100 of the Constitution. 

9. Regulation 4 further requires nominations for party lists to: be democratic, free and 

fair; provide equal opportunities for all eligible candidates; not discriminate against 

any eligible candidate; be inclusive and participatory; be open, transparent and 

accountable; be credible and peaceful. 

10. In this regard, the Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission which have 

constitutional, statutory and regulatory underpinning require that the lists must not 

only alternate between the genders, but must also allocate the first four slots to a 

youth, a person living with a disability, workers and any other special interest 

category identified by the party. The specific special interest must be indicated.   

11. We have scrutinized the Respondent’s party list and it is true that none of the first 

four slots is allocated to a worker. There is also no youth or a person living with a 

disability. A minority is however properly included as a special interest group.  

12. We are bound by the decision of the Court of Appeal in Lydia Mathia v Nasula 

Lesuuda [2013] eKLR to the effect that a party list that is prepared in disregard of the 

requirements of the Constitution cannot claim to be insulated from inquiries as to 

whether it has complied with requirements of the Constitution.  

13. Article 21 of the Constitution obliges all state organs to observe, protect, promote 

and fulfill the rights and fundamental freedoms in the Bill of Rights including the rights 

of minorities. It is also the obligation of every state organ including this Tribunal to 

take affirmative action measures to promote the representation of Kenya’s 

historically marginalized communities.  

14. In that regard, the Tribunal must under section 11 of the Fair Administrative Action 

Act grant the most appropriate reliefs in every dispute before it. The Tribunal must 

not only vindicate the rights of the aggrieved party before it, but also remedy any 

violation of the Constitution. We note that in Complaint No 332 of 2017 Mohamed 

Abdi Werar v Kenya African National Union we had directed the Respondent to 

indicate what special interest every nominee on its party list represents.   

15. As it stands, the Respondent’s list is non-compliant with the law and is discriminative 

and to that extent null and void and of no effect in law. The same is unlawful and 

cannot stand scrutiny. To hold the Respondent’s party list as compliant would be to 
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license the subversion and frustration of clear, deliberate and noble objectives of 

the Constitution. 

16. The justice of this case requires the following orders:  

a) A declaration be and is hereby issued to the effect that in so far as the 

Respondent’s party list to the National Assembly does not allocate the first 

four slots to youth, a person living with a disability, and a worker, the same 

is unlawful, null and void and of no effect in law.  

b) The Respondent be and is hereby directed to include the Claimant’s 

name as a nominee to represent the interest of workers in the 

Respondent’s party list.  

c) The Respondent is hereby directed to re-constitute its list within the 48 

hours from delivery of this judgment, in order to allocate the first four slots 

on its party list to a minority, a worker, a person with a disability and a 

youth in any order of priority. The list shall alternate between the male and 

female gender. 

d) The Respondent is directed to afford a hearing to and to supply all 

affected persons with the reasons for any decision made in complying 

with the order in (c) above.  

e) There is no order as to costs in view of the nature of the dispute.  

f) A copy of this judgment be transmitted to the Independent Electoral and 

Boundaries Commission for necessary action. 

 

Dated at Nairobi this  26th  day of  July 2017 

 

Kyalo Mbobu (Chairperson).............................................................................. 

James Atema (Member) ................................................................................. 

Hassan Abdi (Member).................................................................................. 

Dr. Adelaide Mbithi (Member).................................................................... 

 

 


